Retail 1-8, 710-722 George Street, Chinatown, Sydney, Australia

710 George Street, Sydney, NSW 2000

Floor Area: 70 m²

Property Description

- 8 Freehold Strata Retail Investments
- Enormous 50 metre frontage to George St
- One of Australia’s busiest areas

Once in a generational opportunity to purchase 8 George Street retail investments
A choice of 8 freehold strata retail investment opportunities
Enormous 50 metre approx frontage to George Street - The Golden Mile of Australian Retail
Long term leases to a wide variety of high quality tenants including; Suncorp Bank, Food, Fashion, Retail, Medical
Strong trading retail precinct with major tenants including; HSBC, Suncorp, Bank of China, ANZ, Westpac, CBA, NAB, Starbucks.
Booming location 7 days/nights a week, busy every day of the year
One of the most densely populated areas in Australia - thousands of units, tens of thousands of daily pedestrian movements, hundreds of hotel rooms, tens of thousands of square metres of office space
Direct frontage to the future George Street Light Railway Line
Never to be repeated opportunity to purchase 8 retail investments on George Street
Located below a 218 unit residential development which provides the retail tenants with a strong customer base
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